


We are here to explain you how you can benefit from the 
work that we do developing Autosubmit.

Thousands of scientists publish a 
paper every five days

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06185-8

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06185-8


If you don’t understand something, please don’t wait till the 
end, ask in the moment!



We will also do stops for other kind of questions at the end 
of every section. We want you to participate!
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https://pypi.python.org/pypi/autosubmit
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/autosubmit
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● Git support.

● Easy handling startdates / members / chunks.

● Wrappers (job packages).

● Tailored to our needs. We have the knowledge and the developers.



Wilmer

https://earth.bsc.es/gitlab/es/autosubmit
mailto:autosubmit@bsc.es
http://autosubmit.readthedocs.io
https://autosubmit.readthedocs.io/en/latest/faq.html
https://autosubmit.readthedocs.io/en/latest/autosubmit-gui.html
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module load autosubmit # in esarchive

autosubmit expid -dm -H “marenostrum4" -d "Basic"

/esarchive/autosubmit/<expid>/conf  -> Config files

/esarchive/autosubmit/<expid>/pkl   -> workflow

/esarchive/autosubmit/<expid>/plot  -> Visualization

/esarchive/autosubmit/<expid>/tmp   -> Logs,templates 



conf/expdef

● Default platform (-H).

● Start dates,members and chunks.

● Experiment project source (git,local,svn,dummy).

● Project configuration file path.

conf/platforms

● Manage cluster,Fat-nodes and Support computers.

● Multiple computers are allowed (even unused).



conf/jobs

● Scripts to execute.

● Dependencies between jobs.

● Job requirements.

● Platform and queue to use.

conf/autosubmit

● Total jobs limitation ( waiting, total).

● version info, retrials, Mail notification and storage 

systems.

● wrappers,presubmission and migrate.



●

●

autosubmit create <expid>

Generates plot/expid_timestamp_hour.pdf =>

Generates tmp/Log_a2x2 <= template logs  

Generates tmp/Log_a2x2 <= command logs  

(3.13.0+) tmp/ASLOG <= command logs  

Change conf/platform 

autosubmit run <expid>



[marenostrum4]

TYPE = slurm #scheduler

HOST = mn1.bsc.es #ip or alias

PROJECT = bsc32 

USER = bsc32XXX #Your username

SCRATCH_DIR = /gpfs/scratch

ADD_PROJECT_TO_HOST = false

QUEUE = debug

[DEFAULT]
HPCARCH = marenostrum4

[experiment]
DATELIST = 20000101
MEMBERS = fc0
CHUNKSIZEUNIT = month
CHUNKSIZE = 4
MEMBERS = fc0
NUMCHUNKS = 1
CHUNKINI =

[project]
# Select project type. STRING = git, 
svn, local, none
PROJECT_TYPE = none
PROJECT_DESTINATION = proj







[LOCAL_SEND_SOURCE]

FILE = templates/local_send_source.sh

PLATFORM = marenostrum_archive

RUNNING = once  

[REMOTE_COMPILE]

FILE = templates/compile.sh

DEPENDENCIES = LOCAL_SEND_SOURCE

WALLCLOCK = 00:50

RUNNING = once

[LOCAL_SEND_STATIC]

FILE = templates/local_send_static.sh

DEPENDENCIES = LOCAL_SEND_SOURCE

PLATFORM = marenostrum_archive

RUNNING = once

[REDUCE]

FILE = templates/reduce.sh

PLATFORM = power9

DEPENDENCIES = SIM

WALLCLOCK = 00:20

RUNNING = chunk  

[SIM]

FILE = templates/sim.sh

DEPENDENCIES = LOCAL_SEND_STATIC REMOTE_COMPILE SIM-1

PROCESSORS = 68

WALLCLOCK = 00:40

RUNNING = chunk

[PREPROC]

FILE = templates/preproc.sh

DEPENDENCIES = LOCAL_SEND_STATIC LOCAL_SEND_INITIAL REMOTE_COMPILE PREPROC-1

PROCESSORS = 8

WALLCLOCK = 00:40

RUNNING = chunk





[REMOTE_SETUP]

FILE = sources/runtime/autosubmit/compilation.sh

DEPENDENCIES = SYNCHRONIZE

WALLCLOCK = 2:00

PROCESSORS = 4

CUSTOM_DIRECTIVES = ["#SBATCH -p interactive"]

CHECK = true

[CMOROCE]

FILE = templates/common/cmoroce.tmpl.sh

DEPENDENCIES = SIM

WALLCLOCK = 1:00

RUNNING = chunk

NOTIFY_ON = RUNNING FAILED COMPLETED

TASKS = 8

CUSTOM_DIRECTIVES = ["#SBATCH --exclusive"]

CHECK = true

[SIM]

FILE = sources/runtime/autosubmit/ece-esm.sh

DEPENDENCIES = INI SIM-1 CLEAN-3 NCTIME-3

RUNNING = chunk

WALLCLOCK = 1:30

PROCESSORS = 768

TASKS = 48

THREADS = 1

CHECK = on_submission

[CLEAN]

FILE = templates/common/clean.tmpl.sh

PLATFORM = transfer_node

DEPENDENCIES = POST SIM SIM+1 CMOROCE CMORATM CMORATM+1

RUNNING = chunk

WALLCLOCK = 00:30

CHECK = true



[LOCAL_SETUP]

(...)

[SYNCHRONIZE]

(...)

[CMORATM]

(...)

[EARTHDIAGS]

(...)

[POST]

(...)

[SAVEIC]

(...)

[EARTHDIAGS]

(...)

[NCTIME_MEMBER]

(...)

[PERFORMANCE_METRICS]

(...)

[NCTIME]

(...)

[TRANSFER_MEMBER]

(...)

[INI]

(...)

[CLEAN_MEMBER]

(...)









[RUN]

FILE = run.sh

DEPENDENCIES = INI RUN-1

PLATFORM = power9

RUNNING = chunk

WALLCLOCK = 02:00

PROCESSORS = 1

THREADS = 8

TASKS = 1

SPLITS = 40

QUEUE = debug





[asim]

FILE = asim.sh

DEPENDENCIES = sim asim-1

RUNNING = chunk

DELAY = 2 



•

[asim]

SYNCHRONIZE = member

[asim]

SYNCHRONIZE = date



autosubmit refresh 

Update project experiment folder.

autosubmit inspect

Generates a preview of the job scripts combined with AS settings 

(templates).

autosubmit recovery

Synchronizes the status of the local platform with the remote 

platform

autosubmit setstatus

Allows to change the status of the workflow.





3.12.0 - Full stable.

Vertical,horizontal wrappers.

May run experiments with less than 

20 members.

Up to 50 jobs inside a wrappers.

3.13.0b - Under development.

Improvements to advanced wrappers 

and added Shared-memory wrappers.

Can run experiments without size 

limitations*.

Better job logs recovery.

Better account of active jobs.



  ASYPD

● Minimize queuing time.

● By submitting jobs before 
they are prepared to run.

● They are hold in the 
queues gaining priority.

● Autosubmit will activate 
them.

● Presubmission is set on 
autosubmit.conf



*New Status introduced on 3.13.0b



[PREPROC]
FILE = templates/prepoc.sh
DEPENDENCIES = LOCAL_SEND_GFAS
(...)
SELECT_CHUNKS = LOCAL_SEND_GFAS*1



Proj remote clone: Added into expdef.conf to remote a project from an external 

platform.

Persistent Job list structure: The structure of jobs is now stored on a 

database.(speed up)

Platform reconnection: Multiple hosts can be added, rotative. 

[marenostrum4]

HOST = mn1.bsc.es,mn2.bsc.es,mn3.bsc.es

Added Shared-memory wrappers: Added a new parameter, METHOD = SRUN, into the 

wrappers. Implies changes into the generated wrapper template. 

Performance: Numerous performance optimizations to all the AS commands, specially 

autosubmit run.
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Search
Running
Home 
About

https://earth.bsc.es/autosubmitapp/

https://earth.bsc.es/autosubmitapp/


Running jobs are always first. Experiment completion information. 
Quick way to see the status of your experiment.



Average Queue Time
Average Running Time
Independent for SIM jobs
Failed jobs





Header
Tabs
Control Panel
Filtering Panel
TreeView as default | Job 
Selection
Footer



Main Navigation Bar includes running verification every 30 seconds.
You can also perform search from it.



Experiment Description



Organized by Date-Member.
Show Status, Queue Time, Run Time.
Job Information
Expand



Out: Next jobs.
In: Previous jobs.
Copy out -> Paste
Copy err -> Paste



One folder per wrapper.
Repeated jobs but same 
information.
Normalized times.



Refresh: Once.
Start Job Monitor: Intervals.

2 * SAFETYSLEEPTIME



Filter by string in job name.



Filter using wildcard



Control Panel 
Graph (Heuristics/GraphViz)
Job Selection (Same as TreeView)
Navigation Bar (Bottom)



Green arrows and dashed lined 
identify a wrapper

Use the selector ->



Refresh: Once.
Start Job Monitor: Intervals

2 * SAFETYSLEEPTIME



Search by string in job name -> Generates an internal list of results



Navigate through the list of results



Automated focus



Groups of jobs with same date and member
Relevant color
Can be expanded



Groups of jobs with same status, with exceptions.
Relevant color
Can be expanded



The shape of your experiment





Short value for hours

Section = Job type







https://www.researchgate.net/publication/312034731_CPMIP_Measurements_of_real_computational_performa
nce_of_Earth_system_models_in_CMIP6



Activate -> Select -> Generate Command





Copy to Clipboard -> Paste



https://earth.bsc.es/autosubmitapp/experiment/a0yh/graph

https://earth.bsc.es/autosubmitapp/experiment/a0yh/graph




Dimension Vertical 1D Vertical > 1D

Horizontal 
1D ------

Vertical wrapper

Speed up sequential chunks

Horizontal 
> 1D

Horizontal wrapper

Run independent jobs in parallel

Horizontal-vertical

Speed up sequential 
series of parallel 
independent jobs 

Vertical-horizontal

Speed up parallel series of 
sequential chunks



Wrapper configuration is set in autosubmit.conf. [wrapper]

Parameters

Type: Allows to select an wrapper approach.

JOBS_IN_WRAPPER: Sections that will be included on the wrapper.

MIN_WRAPPED : Minimum wrapper size.

MAX_WRAPPED : Maximum wrapper size. 

MACHINESFILES : STANDARD

METHOD : Select between MACHINESFILES or Shared-Memory. 

Queue : Select the wrapper queue.

Types Guideline

Vertical: Most appropriate 
when there are many sequential 
jobs. 

Horizontal: Most appropriate 
when there are multiple 
ensemble members. Can be used 
with machines files or 
shared-memory. 

Horizontal-vertical: Most 
Appropriated to run 
shared-memory jobs or run 
different jobs with different 
wallclock.

Vertical-horizontal: 
Appropriated to run different 
ensembles sequentially.



[wrapper]

Type = vertical

JOBS_IN_WRAPPER = SIM



[wrapper]

Type = vertical-mixed

JOBS_IN_WRAPPER = SIM POST

[wrapper]

Type = horizontal

JOBS_IN_WRAPPER = SIM 



[wrapper]

TYPE = horizontal-vertical

JOBS_IN_WRAPPER = SIM 

[wrapper]

TYPE = vertical-horizontal

JOBS_IN_WRAPPER = SIM 
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https://earth.bsc.es/gitlab/es/autosubmit
mailto:autosubmit@bsc.es


mailto:daniel.beltran@bsc.es
mailto:miguel.castrillo@bsc.es
mailto:wilmer.uruchi@bsc.es

